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 Aqui en el Ghetto: Hip-hop
 in Colombia, Cuba, and Mexico

 Arlene B. Tickner

 ABSTRACT

 Hip-hop music has become an important tool worldwide for poor,
 marginalized youth to reflect on their lived experiences. This article
 traces the genre's production from its spontaneous origins in the
 urban ghettos of New York to its commoditization for global con-
 sumption and its evolution in three different Latin American set-
 tings: Colombia, Cuba, and Mexico. The article explores how hip-
 hop has been appropriated in each country and has been used to
 express the performers' reflections on social, political, and eco-
 nomic problems. It also looks at the interplay between the homog-
 enizing tendencies of global hip-hop and its local reception.

 oday's global order is witness to the extensive migration of cultural
 T symbols, due largely to unprecedented levels of mass mediation
 and human motion. Music is a key vehicle of translocal exchange that
 carries shared meanings and identities across territorial boundaries in
 ways denied to other commodities. Hip-hop culture epitomizes this con-
 dition.i Following its spontaneous genesis in the 1970s in the urban
 ghettos of the United States, hip-hop went global, eventually feeding the
 cultural practices of youth groups in virtually every corner of the planet.

 What makes hip-hop unique among popular musical genres is the
 way it relates to everyday life. In reflecting on poverty, inequality, exclu-
 sion, and discrimination; claiming a positive identity based on these
 conditions; and offering musical, linguistic, and corporal tools for com-
 menting on them, it transcends the bounded sites where it is practiced
 and participates in a symbolic network that circulates globally. How-
 ever, hip-hop is also markedly local, in that lived experience is reartic-
 ulated in the contents of rap lyrics, which speak to the daily concerns
 of its practitioners; and in graffiti and breakdancing, which occupy and
 resignify the streets and neighborhoods where they are performed.

 Given that global hip-hop is a commoditized offspring of the "origi-
 nal" that exploits stereotypes concerning Afro culture, ghetto violence,
 and the experience of misery, the ways it is appropriated and consumed
 in distinct geocultural settings are fundamentally important. This article
 argues that both the genre's homogenizing effects via commoditization
 and distribution in the world market and its consumption and reinsertion
 into local systems of meaning are equally significant in analyzing its role
 in distinct national contexts. Furthermore, the interplay between external

 c 2008 University of Miami
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 122 LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY 50: 3

 and internal factors in places where hip-hop is a prevalent form of cul-
 tural expression suggests that the spatial movement of things such as
 ideas and social practices is a highly complex and contradictory process.

 Standards of authenticity rooted in the "real life" experience of mar-
 ginality have been vital to hip-hop's commoditization, marketing, and
 consumption worldwide. At the same time, however, foreign products
 such as music are received on the basis of local culture, which assimi-
 lates and uses them differently from the cultures that created them.
 Arjun Appadurai (1996, 110-12) refers to this process as vernaculization,
 by which dominant modes of cultural production are reinscribed in
 diverse contexts, where they acquire new meaning. Although a series of
 underlying themes define hip-hop as a global commodity, the ways it is
 appropriated in different settings are intimately linked to how specific
 social actors, primarily marginal youth, experience the world and to the
 places they occupy in it.

 In order to map this process, this article traces the production of hip-
 hop from its origins to its commoditization for global consumption and
 its localization. First the article explores hip-hop's birth as a spontaneous
 form of cultural expression practiced by Afro-American, Puerto Rican,
 and Afro-Caribbean youth in marginal neighborhoods of New York. Ten-
 sions exist between the commercialization and marketing of hip-hop by
 global capitalist actors and its reappropriation and vernaculization in spe-
 cific local contexts. Unlike its genesis in the United States, where hip-hop
 came alive on the streets of the ghetto, this genre was exported to the
 rest of the world by the capitalist music industry, which influenced its
 development by creating specific notions of authenticity detached from
 hip-hop culture's original social and political roots.

 All the same, an initial stage of mimicking U.S. practices was fol-
 lowed by local musical, linguistic, and stylistic elements in most coun-
 tries where hip-hop was practiced (Mitchell 2001, 11). This suggests the
 existence of more complex interactions between the homogenizing ten-
 dencies of global forces and the genre's reception and consumption by
 youth groups in different parts of the world. This study attempts to illus-
 trate these interfaces between the global and the local by looking at hip-
 hop's evolution in three different countries in Latin America, Colombia,
 Cuba, and Mexico. Although hip-hop traveled to each one in a similar
 way and exhibited certain similarities in its lyrics, it has been appropri-
 ated differently, has been put to distinct social and political uses, and
 has developed to different levels depending on a number of factors,
 including the roles of international and domestic media and recording
 companies, national states, and the local political, economic, and social
 environment.

 Hip-hop culture has insinuated itself into ambiguous spaces in the
 three countries. This study argues that rap narratives are important tools
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 TICKNER: HIP-HOP 123

 for reflecting on the lived experiences of poor, marginalized youth and
 constitute a unique way of representing everyday problems that is rad-
 ically different from dominant actor interpretations (Wade 1999, 455).
 The political and social implications of these alternative narratives, how-
 ever, remain unclear.

 HIP-HOP: ORIGINS AND COMMODITIZATION

 Dramatic economic and social changes taking place in the 1960s and
 1970s in New York heightened racial and class tensions, and the erosion
 of previously existing local support networks set the stage for hip-hop's
 birth.2 Its immediate origins were musical block parties, which were
 commonplace and which imitated the Jamaican sound system. This
 entailed a DJ mixing and blasting the latest musical hits over giant
 speakers on the street for a modest price.3 The other key role was
 played by the MC, who presented the DJ and kept the audience lively.
 As this custom evolved, MCs began to speak or salute to the rhythm of
 the music and to tell more elaborate stories, or rap, about their every-
 day experiences (George 2004). Many authors have traced rapping to
 the griot and toasting, African and Caribbean oral traditions that are
 based on histories narrated in the community setting and that transmit
 culture, values, and knowledge of the world (Gilroy 1993; Rose 1994).
 Similar to rap, both are grounded in the lyrical and verbal abilities and
 the improvisational capacities of the speaker, and often make use of
 hidden discourses and cultural codes in order to criticize existing rela-
 tions of domination and discrimination.

 In addition to creating a shared sense of community through the
 experience of pleasure and diversion, hip-hop began to offer new ways
 of "being" in the city. For example, breakdancing allowed diverse
 "crews" of young Afro-Americans and Latinos to practice nonviolent
 forms of competition and confrontation. Its corporal symbolism, which
 consisted of demonstrating the dancer's physical prowess, became an
 integral part of street rhetoric during this period (Banes 2004, 14). Rap
 and graffiti also allowed the residents of urban ghettos to rebuild their
 identity and to reterritorialize their local surroundings through their
 assertion of the "right to write" (Rose 1996, 439). Echoing this interpre-
 tation, Afrika Bambaataa, an ex-gang leader in the South Bronx and one
 of hip-hop's founders, has explained that he created the organization
 Zulu Nation to cultivate an atmosphere of peace and tolerance among
 the inhabitants of the ghetto, independent of their color, and to offer
 ex-gang members the opportunity to become involved in noncriminal
 activities (1991).

 Along with hip-hop's spontaneous use as a venue for cultural asser-
 tion and identity formation, its progressive commercial success brought
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 the genre onto the American pop culture scene. By the mid-1980s, rap,
 breakdance, graffiti, and the clothing style associated with hip-hop all
 became highly commoditized, first in the United States and then
 abroad.4 Despite its transcultural origins, rap music was branded as an
 African American phenomenon, and its Caribbean content was made
 invisible (Gilroy 1993; Rivera 2003; Carvalho 2005). Its acquisition of
 "thinghood" was therefore accompanied by a marketing campaign that
 associated hip-hop with the "real," lived experience of poor blacks. In
 tandem with the music itself, the centrality of "cool" to young peoples'
 consumer imaginaries also led to the mass marketing of hip-hop fash-
 ion by companies such as Nike, Adidas, Tommy Hilfiger, Polo, and Nau-
 tica. All these brands sought to capitalize on white youth's obsession
 with black style and black youth's fetish with white wealth by position-
 ing their products as authentic ghetto apparel (Klein 2002, 73-76).

 The commercialism of hip-hop that depended on the exotic repre-
 sentation of Afro-American culture initially excluded Latino artists, who
 failed to reflect the predominant stereotypes, primarily because they
 were not "black" enough (Rivera 2003, 82-86). In the late 1980s and
 early 1990s, however, the depiction of rap as a racial phenomenon was
 replaced by an emphasis on ghetto life and the everyday experience of
 violence, poverty, and discrimination (Holmes Smith 1997, 345). One
 effect of this shift was that the artificial boundary established between
 Latino and black culture began to break down. Latino groups' experi-
 ence of marginality was similar to that of their Afro counterparts, and
 the new branding strategy made room for that (Rivera 2003, 98-99).

 Two types of narratives emerged from rap's portrayal as a thing of
 the ghetto. "Progressive" or "conscious" rap, as embodied by the activ-
 ities of Zulu Nation and groups such as Public Enemy, signaled rap's
 political awakening: it problematized ghetto life and racial discrimina-
 tion, sought to empower marginal youth through lyrics that criticized the
 status quo, encouraged community service, and vindicated Afro culture.
 "Gangsta" rap epitomized the genre's commercial face by celebrating
 material wealth, violence, obscenity, weapons, drugs, and misogyny. In
 spite of their marked differences, the status of both types as commodi-
 ties became associated with ideas concerning authenticity. Progressive
 rap became associated with the representation of the everyday experi-
 ence of marginality, poverty, violence, and discrimination in a non-
 commercial way geared toward building a sense of activism among
 powerless urban youth. One of its mantras, "keep it real," reflected its
 marketing as a beacon of musical authenticity and cultural resistance.
 According to this representation, consuming progressive rap constituted
 a critical gesture toward racism, poverty, inequality, and capitalism itself.

 Conversely, gangsta rap's validation of aggressiveness successfully
 tapped into prevalent stereotypes concerning everyday life in the
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 ghetto, albeit with perverse effects. Besides upholding values such as
 hedonistic consumerism and patriarchy, which ultimately reconfirmed
 the existing social order (hooks 2004), many rappers, to prove their
 "realness," became accustomed to carrying weapons, doing jail time,
 and participating in occasional fights and shoot-outs.
 The commoditization of hip-hop closely mirrors world music's

 coming of age in the late 1980s. A fundamental notion in world music
 was the formulation of ideas concerning the authentic, exotic, ethnic,
 and racial bases of musical practices originating in Africa and the Third
 World and the inscription of their sounds and rhythms into a Western
 artistic format (Feld 2001; Hernindez 2003; Carvalho 2005). By contrast,
 the Latino music industry during this period consisted basically of salsa
 and merengue, lacked explicit references to any African roots, and was
 built on imageries of white or mestizo cultural homogeneity. It therefore
 failed to comply with the authenticity requirements demanded by world
 music (Hernandez 2003, 22). As in the case of hip-hop, however, the
 1990s were characterized by the elimination of divisions between Latino
 and Afro music. The popularization of Cuban music in the mid-1990s
 was central to this shift (Hernindez 2003, 24-25).5 Subsequently, artists
 with distinct musical backgrounds in Latin America began experimenting
 more visibly with musical traditions derived from the African diaspora.
 The appropriation of diverse peripheral musical styles and the con-

 sumption of their symbols and aesthetics further reinforced the role of
 Afro culture as a fetish within the global culture industry. Western artists
 who themselves had worked to promote non-Western artistic forms crit-
 icized how the global music industry usurped, branded, and exploited
 them. David Byrne, the former vocalist of Talking Heads, declared that
 "the use of the term world music is a way of dismissing artists or their
 music as irrelevant to one's own life. It's a way of relegating this 'thing'
 into the realm of something exotic and therefore cute, weird but safe,
 because exotica is beautiful but irrelevant" (1999).

 Jose Jorge de Carvalho (2005, 22-28) traces this process in the case
 of the Brazilian group Olodum, which participated in Paul Simon's
 album Rhythm of the Saints. Olodum was known for its involvement in
 an artist co-operative in Bahia, whose activities focused on problems of
 racism and poverty. Following the group's conversion into an interna-
 tional consumer commodity, Carvalho suggests, both the emancipatory
 flavor of the group's lyrics and music and its participation in the co-op
 were curtailed significantly.

 The trajectories of both rap and world music suggest that once
 inserted into transnational cultural circuits largely controlled by the
 North, the social protest characteristic of some musical practices is trans-
 formed into an "inoffensive aesthetic simulation" that "thingifies" artists
 and their art and frees consumers of the need to sympathize, other than
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 symbolically, with the economic, political, and social conditions charac-
 terizing distinct locations in the South (Carvalho 2005, 25). Moreover, by
 shaping and homogenizing the meaning of cultural products, such as
 music, and circulating them through global capitalist circuits, commodi-
 tization influences cultural practices worldwide by molding standards of
 "authenticity."

 STRATEGIES OF REAPPROPRIATION

 AND VERNACULIZATION

 In spite of commoditization's noxious effects, the geographical and cul-
 tural reach of consumption leads to varying effects on distinct social
 groups in specific places. What is interesting about this process is that
 the meaning assigned to and the use made of different commodities
 may vary depending on the geocultural context in which they are con-
 sumed. Ordinary people are clever at transforming cultural practices,
 within the limits imposed by the dominant system, according to their
 needs, interests, and contexts. According to Michel de Certeau (1984),
 the myriad ways that consumers make use of products lend a political
 dimension to everyday practice that is often overlooked in conventional
 analyses of capitalism and commoditization. Societies are largely irre-
 ducible to simple commoditization; instead, by "making do," they reap-
 propriate and modify "the space organized by techniques of sociocultu-
 ral production" (de Certeau 1984, xiv).

 Everyday practices of "making do" are examples of "tactics,"
 described by de Certeau (1984, 35-38) as actions that take place within
 spaces controlled by others that produce cleavages in the dominant
 system. Contrary to "strategies," which actors in power employ to organ-
 ize and control specific spaces, tactics are practices of adaptation and
 resistance that move through space without occupying it. De Certeau
 argues that although tactics may seem insignificant and unrelated, their
 invisibility is deceiving in that they trace indeterminate trajectories
 whose cumulative effect may be to contest the existing social, political,
 and economic order. This suggests that meaning is created in the very
 process of using specific things. By manipulating or "poaching" on the
 property of others (de Certeau 1984, xii), powerless persons participate
 in the construction of space and its representation. Given that use is the
 result of complex interactions between temporal, cultural, social, and
 geographical factors, the local, everyday absorption of dominant cultural
 commodities such as music changes the commodities' significance but
 does so in myriad ways, depending on the place and time in question.

 Local communities that accommodate cultural products sponta-
 neously within their own worldviews and customs reconvert the mean-
 ings and imaginaries created by hegemonic production networks, and
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 thus participate in "alternative modes of worlding" (Shapiro 2004, 17).
 For example, the specific worth of rap music is constructed through the
 interaction between local practitioners and the symbols and imageries
 that the transnational music industry associates with this genre. There-
 fore, its circulation in distinct geocultural contexts leads to a variety of
 cultural, didactic, intellectual, and linguistic uses, depending on the
 needs and interests of different social actors and places. Rose (1994,
 100-101) and Gilroy (1990-91) both argue that rap operates as a hidden
 discourse that makes use of masked speech and cultural codes-similar
 to other African cultural practices-to question inequality, discrimina-
 tion, and oppression; create communal knowledge about the social con-
 ditions characterizing specific sites; and transfigure existing social rela-
 tions. Furthermore, by producing lyrical representations of the everyday
 lives of youths who are largely poor residents of marginal urban neigh-
 borhoods, it offers a tool for mapping daily experience and for con-
 structing locally based selves and communities based on shared feelings
 of what it means to be disenfranchised.

 In a similar fashion, Garcia Canclini (1989, 314-16) analyzes graffiti
 as a transcultural, hybrid medium, the use of which is a way of por-
 traying the everyday experience and thoughts of social groups that lack
 access to traditional modes of public expression. As one of the four ele-
 ments of hip-hop, graffiti affirms the right to narrate the history of mar-
 ginal groups; to inscribe such histories in highly trafficked and visible
 public places, such as trains and city walls; and symbolically to appro-
 priate urban space. Despite the intrinsic worth of local resignifying prac-
 tices, the author suggests that the relative degree of decolonization the
 graffiti artists secure is inadequate to counteract the overpowering
 weight of cultural consumption logics through which the hegemonic
 capitalist order reproduces itself (Garcia Canclini 1989, 325-26). The
 metaphorical struggles undertaken by marginal social actors are not nec-
 essarily inert, however. This is mainly because they develop at the level
 of the imagination, which offers the potential for making sense of every-
 day lives and for building distinct forms of local political and social
 action by situating global cultural tendencies and reterritorializing their
 particular imaginaries and modes of expression (Appadurai 1996, 4).

 Gilroy (1990-91) confirms this observation for rap music, which
 enunciates new desires and alternative social relations. In many cases,
 the absence of direct and explicit political action is the result of both a
 lack of interest in confronting existing power relations directly and a
 lack of resources for doing so.6 Instead, hip-hop is an effort to "be" in
 the city, to build "niches" within the system, to create local forms of
 pleasure, and to (re)create everyday space. Nevertheless, what appear
 to be disarticulated, apolitical practices can inadvertently spill out of the
 cultural sphere and acquire unexpected political consequences. For
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 example, the Cuban government's decision in 2002 to create the Cuban
 Rap Agency to promote this genre nationally and internationally and to
 build communicative links between the state and the rap community
 resulted primarily from the need to mitigate criticism that rappers were
 expressing about racial discrimination and inequality in that country.

 Gangsta rap has also generated considerable controversy in the
 United States, where critics argue that its celebration of money, violence,
 and misogyny constitute an assault on American values, morals, and
 young people. In numerous instances, such protest has led to the cen-
 sorship of particularly objectionable soundtracks and the closing of con-
 cert venues. The cultural critic bell hooks (2004) suggests that what makes
 gangsta rap "political" is that white audiences are avid consumers of a
 black popular culture that reproduces values such as sexism and material
 wealth, disrupting white principles and predominant race relations.

 GLOBAL HIP-HOP AND ITS LOCALIZATION

 IN COLOMBIA, CUBA, AND) MEXICO

 More so than other cultural practices, music offers strong evidence of
 the existence of a transborder space of symbolic expression and cultural
 construction that circulates globally. It integrates several highly fluid
 modes of expression that facilitate transatlantic and transethnic move-
 ment and interaction, including song, dance, drama, speech, body lan-
 guage, and dress. Hip-hop specifically has traveled extensively to dis-
 tinct geographical locations worldwide through two types of channels,
 mass media and migration.

 In each of these sites, hip-hop exhibits a series of shared meanings
 and aesthetics that confirm the existence of a translocal network of cul-

 tural practices. The lyrical content of rap, especially, provides words,
 resources, and knowledge for articulating similar but not identical lived
 problems encountered in distinct places and times (Urla 2001, 175). The
 basic common denominator of this translocal space is the shared experi-
 ence of marginality, understood as racial and ethnic discrimination,
 poverty, violence, and hardship. Hip-hop's location in everyday life prob-
 lems, however, also generates strong variations in local narratives,
 depending on the specific cultural contexts in which it is inscribed
 (Mitchell 2001). Thus, although important underlying themes define hip-
 hop as a global movement, the way its cultural symbols and language are
 appropriated, localized, and hybridized is intimately linked to how spe-
 cific social actors experience the world as lived reality (Wade 1999, 457).

 To illustrate how hip-hop culture has been inserted into concrete
 local environments and has acquired varied uses and meanings, we can
 trace its genesis in three different Latin American settings, Cuba, Colom-
 bia, and Mexico. The genre was appropriated quite differently in each
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 case. In Cuba it became a highly popular national phenomenon, which
 drew the attention of international actors. It gained medium levels of
 visibility in Colombia, primarily in the major cities. It remained basically
 an underground cultural practice in Mexico. A number of factors explain
 these varying trajectories, including the levels of acceptance and visibil-
 ity hip-hop enjoyed in the local and international media; access to
 transnational record companies and Northern grassroots organizations;
 the political, social, and economic environment; the relative levels of
 U.S. cultural and economic influence; the racial and ethnic composition
 of the three countries; and the role of African traditions in popular cul-
 ture. The discussion of the cases here, although far from comprehen-
 sive, is based primarily on these elements.
 Beginning in the late 1970s, rap music's commodification in the

 United States triggered its displacement toward Mexico and Colombia,
 mainly by way of the music industry. In the urban centers of both coun-
 tries, exposure to hip-hop culture, primarily breakdancing, took place
 through movies such as Wild Style (1982), Flashdance (1983), and Beat
 Street (1984). Contact was also made possible through networks of legal
 and illegal Mexican and Colombian migrants scattered throughout the
 United States. Individuals from both countries interacted with Latino and

 black communities in cities such as New York and Miami, for Colombia,
 and Los Angeles, for Mexico. On returning to their countries of origin,
 the migrants brought distinct elements of hip-hop culture with them.

 Cuba's isolation because of the U.S. embargo hindered hip-hop's
 direct arrival via the culture industry. In the 1980s, however, television
 programs such as Soul Train and numerous U.S. radio stations, which
 Cubans heard through makeshift antennas, were received throughout
 the country.7 The 1980 Mariel boatlift, which permitted many Cubans to
 migrate northward, increased the circulation of cultural goods, such as
 cassettes and music videos, between the two countries.

 Imitation of breakdancing in private homes and on city streets char-
 acterized hip-hop's initial development in the three countries. Between
 the mid-1980s and the early 1990s, the dance element was accompanied
 by the mimicking of rap lyrics. These first attempts at mimesis were con-
 ducted in English or Spanglish, given that Spanish-language rap had yet
 to become a music industry commodity.

 Gangsta rap's birth in Los Angeles and its massive media diffusion
 led this variety to become a major reference point for Latin American
 and global hip-hop alike. Mexico's physical and cultural proximity to
 Los Angeles made gangsta rap's influence particularly visible there,
 although in Colombia and Cuba it also acquired significant popularity.
 What was most appealing about gangsta rap sung in Spanish, by groups
 such as Kid Frost, Cypress Hill, and La Raza, was that it offered a lin-
 guistic base for writing lyrics and addressing issues such as violence and
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 the hardships of street life, both of which many marginal youth in
 Mexico and Colombia could identify with. In contrast to gangsta rap,
 progressive rap, sung mostly in English, provided critical political and
 social commentary on the same ghetto experiences but also condemned
 the dominant social order more explicitly. In Cuba and to a lesser
 degree in Colombia, this discourse meshed better with prevailing local
 realities and was also considered more appropriate for nurturing more
 "authentic," less commercial local variants.

 Until the mid-1990s, the production and consumption of hip-hop in
 Colombia, Cuba, and Mexico was a relatively isolated phenomenon,
 concentrated primarily at the local neighborhood level. In Colombia,
 musical street parties were frequently organized in peripheral districts of

 Bogota, Call, and Medellin, three of the principal cities. In Cuba, the first
 rap festival was organized in 1994 in Antonio Guiteras, a working-class
 neighborhood on the east side of Havana. Both the lyrics and the musi-
 cal styles presented at this event were simply imitations of U.S. rap
 songs. Mexican breakdance groups located in marginal areas of Mexico
 City also became practitioners of hip-hop, while graffiti, although not
 directly articulated with hip-hop culture, also gained importance.

 Hip-Hop Development and Global and Local Media

 Just as hip-hop's insertion into global capitalist circuits was indispensable
 for its international distribution and consumption, its reception in these
 three countries suggests that the visibility of local hip-hop culture, partic-
 ularly in the mass media, was fundamental to its subsequent development
 and growth. For instance, the Havana Rap Festival in Cuba, which was
 relocated to the eastern neighborhood of Alamar in 1995, placed Cuban
 rap on both the national and the international radar. The decision by the
 Hermanos Saiz Association, a key official youth organization, to sponsor
 the festival in 1997 signaled its gradual institutionalization.

 This process coincided with growing interest on the part of the pro-
 gressive hip-hop community in the United States, which considered
 Cuban rap to be a prototype of revolutionary hip-hop and began to par-
 ticipate in the rap festival every year.8 Foreign press reporters began to
 find Cuban rap lyrics newsworthy, mainly because they focused on
 issues of race, racial discrimination, and inequality. The way the lyrics
 denounced these problems, which purportedly did not exist in Castro's
 Cuba, was generally interpreted as a sign of protest and discontent in
 the country. Such interpretations of the Cuban situation were funda-
 mental to the way Cuban rap came to be interpreted globally.9

 Such was the case of a controversial song published in 2002 by Clan
 537, "Quian tir6 la tiza?" and a response to it, "Tiza 2," produced shortly
 afterward by Hoyo Colorao. Both address racial discrimination and the
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 class differences it produced. Although the two songs were banned
 from Cuban radio and television, they became nationwide hits that were
 heard and widely commented on.1'0

 "iQuiin tir6 la tiza?" (Clan 537, Cuba)

 aQuiin tir6 la tiza?
 El negro ese
 iQuian tir6 la tiza?
 No fue el hijo del Doctor, no
 iQuiin tir6 la tiza?
 El negro ese
 Porque el hijo del Doctor es el mejor
 El hijo del Doctor da ropa, zapatos

 El hijo del Doctor merece un buen trato

 El hijo del constructor
 Ese negro es delincuente

 Who threw the chalk?

 That black kid

 Who threw the chalk?

 It wasn't the Doctor's son

 Who threw the chalk?

 That black kid

 Because the Doctor's son is better

 The Doctor's son gives clothes,
 shoes

 The Doctor's son deserves to be
 treated well

 The builder's son

 That black kid is a delinquent

 The song is narrated by a black schoolboy who is the son of a con-
 struction worker. In subsequent verses, his awareness of class difference
 is apparent in the way he describes himself in comparison to the sons
 of doctors, who wear Adidas shoes and expensive cologne. At school
 the narrator is the object of negative stereotypes associated with his race
 and social standing, among them thief, poor student, dishonest, and dis-
 respectful. In contrast, the doctor's son is treated with veneration and
 respect. When the teachers discover that some math tests have been
 stolen, the black schoolboy claims that they automatically blame him,
 joking that the only reason he passed was that he cheated. Through this
 account, Clan 537 calls attention to problems of social inequality and
 racial discrimination. The song's constant referral to the construction
 worker's son as negro points to the role that race has played in the dif-
 ferential treatment of black people in Cuban society.

 In the mid-1990s, the liberalization of foreign investment in Cuba,
 combined with the boom in world music sales, brought an upsurge in
 global music label contracts with Cuban artists. In hip-hop, the interna-
 tional success achieved by the group Orishas intensified Cuban rap's
 international visibility and accelerated its internal development." Going
 global had direct implications for how Orishas reflected on Cuban real-
 ity in its lyrics.12 The group began to make use of stereotypes concern-
 ing Cuban life, including images of mulatto women, Tropicana nightclub
 dancers, rum, cigars, and people dancing in the streets. In stark contrast
 with the narratives provided by groups such as Clan 537, denouncing
 racial discrimination and inequality, Orishas began to revive prerevolu-
 tionary images of Cuba that largely supported its marketing to a North-
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 ern audience and that portrayed the country as a "tropical island para-
 dise" (Fernandes 2003, 363-64).

 "A lo cubano" (Orishas, Cuba)

 A lo cubano, botella'e ron tabaco
 habano

 Chicas por doquier
 Ponche en Cafe Guano

 Aqui no hay vida pa' los mareaos

 Cuban style, bottle of rum, Havana
 tobacco

 Girls everywhere
 Party at Cafe Guano
 This is no life for fools

 In another song, "Represent," the group alludes to a similar joyful
 and sensual Cuba, where "partying is the essence" and "everyone in
 Havana dances." Orishas also claims to represent the Santeria gods (of
 the same name). Their devotees, santeras, dress in white; sometimes
 they greet tourists in Havana's colonial district.

 In Mexico, national and international media and record labels have
 been relatively uninterested in local hip-hop production, so that its
 expansion, development, and visibility to the public have been consid-
 erably less significant than in Cuba. The lack of public exposure led hip-
 hoppers to explore alternative venues for disseminating the genre. For
 example, in Mexico City, informal gathering places were set up in public
 spaces for practicing its distinct elements and exchanging and circulat-
 ing music. Mexican rap received a large push with the birth of Monterrey-

 based Control Machete in 1997 (Cortes Arce 2004, 58-65). Although
 sponsorship by a transnational record company affiliate in Mexico
 allowed the group to achieve both national and international fame, its
 music was never packaged for the global market in the same way as
 groups like Orishas. The lack of foreign conditioning, however, allowed
 Control Machete to uphold progressive rap's commitment to reality and
 authenticity and to explore a great number of local themes in its lyrics
 and rhythms.

 "Humanos mexicanos" (Control Machete, Mexico)

 Mexican curios no me vas a decir

 que no sabias
 Que tambien somos humanos y nos

 Ilaman hermano mexicano

 Frente a la mirada de mi gente y de
 mis hijos

 Y si crees que es sencillo deshacerte
 de mi

 No soy paciente y no respondo por
 mis iReacciones!!

 Si te pones agresivo en la frente un
 solo tiro, ipa!!

 Mexican curious don't tell me you
 didn't know

 That we are humans too and they
 call us Mexican brother

 In front of the people and my
 children

 And if you think it's easy to get rid
 of me

 I'm not patient and I won't answer
 for my Reactions!!

 If you get aggressive in your
 forehead one shot, pa!!
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 Si te pones muy al brinco
 Si recuerdas yo desciendo y tengo
 sangre iPancho Villa!

 If you get jumpy
 If you recall I descend from and

 have Pancho Villa's blood!

 In this song, Control Machete speaks about the violence character-
 istic of urban youth, as well as the anger and resentment associated with
 being poor and living near the U.S.-Mexican border. Throughout the
 narrative, being Mexican is vindicated through reference to local icons
 such as Pancho Villa and threatening language directed toward an invis-
 ible listener. As the song progresses, it becomes clearer that the "other"
 toward whom Control Machete's rage is directed is the United States. In
 reference to U.S. border controls and police aggression, one of the rap-
 pers asserts, "what, you're going to build a wall? We know how to drill.
 Don't think for a minute that you'll stop me!" Later on, he avenges dis-
 crimination against Mexicans by promising that he will be "sitting in
 your kitchen smoking a cigarette and drinking tequila, watching your
 television and eating your food."

 Following Control Machete's success, many other rap groups were
 created, hoping to capitalize on the group's visibility and to expand on
 the national style it introduced into Mexican hip-hop. But locally man-
 ufactured music has never achieved the same level of popularity as the
 U.S. variants or other musical genres, such as rock in Spanish.13 In
 marked contrast with developments in Mexico itself, where the number
 of professional musical productions is very small, Latin rap in the United
 States has been highly successful. One of its distinguishing features is
 that it makes use of lyrical and musical elements borrowed from Mexi-
 can migrant culture. For example, the group Awkid, whose members
 were born in Mexico and raised in Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles
 rapper Jae-P have recorded rap albums in Spanish with samples of
 banda, nortefia, and narcocorrido music, all of which are highly popu-
 lar among Mexicans in the United States (Kun 2004). The superior mar-
 ketability of artists who mix Mexican music with U.S. hip-hop to speak
 about the everyday experience of migrant life in the United States may
 well explain why transnational record labels never became overly
 enthusiastic with hip-hop in Mexico itself.

 In Colombia, hip-hop has enjoyed relatively ample media coverage
 nationally but has failed to attract similar levels of international press
 and record label attention. As in Cuba and Mexico, the mid-1990s con-
 stituted a turning point, when the genre gained recognition and an inter-
 nal market. La Etnia, hailing from the tough, working-class neighbor-
 hood of Las Cruces in Bogoti, pioneered this process. What is
 interesting about this case is the group's self-marketing. It produced and

 sold its first recording on the streets of Bogota and Medellin. The group
 was so successful that it sought out national distributors but continued
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 to produce its own music, ultimately creating its own recording label.14
 Instead of waiting for the media to notice it, La Etnia actively sought to
 persuade radio stations to play its music.15

 "Real" (La Etnia, Colombia)

 En un pequefio mundo deambulando,
 meitabundo pasando triste por
 la calle

 El vagabundo cargas el fracaso
 Te han tirado un lazo

 Paso a paso voy narrando pa' que
 entiendan

 Este caso de tristeza, agonia calle y
 desespero

 Pero ~1 no es el primero
 Atrapao en este ghetto ban ban fuego..

 Real caminando por la noche en la
 ciudad

 Real parchado en la marginalidad
 Real en la esquina divisando la verdad

 Es real es real

 Wandering in a small world,
 meditative, sad, walking in the
 streets

 The homeless man wears failure

 They've thrown you a rope
 Step by step I narrate so you

 understand

 This case of street sadness and agony

 But he is not the first

 STrapped in this ghetto bam bam
 shots...

 Real, walking in the city at night

 Real, gathered in marginality
 Real, on the corner guessing the

 truth

 It's real, it's real

 The song narrates a story of sadness and despair that characterizes
 everyday life in a poor and violent neighborhood of Bogota. The char-
 acters include a homeless man; a prostitute arrested for the umpteenth
 time for drug possession; her small children, who are forced to earn a
 living cleaning car windshields at stoplights; and an innocent youth
 unfairly accused of trying to steal an expensive car and then shot down
 and killed by the corrupt police.

 In addition to regional and national radio and television programs,
 which have allowed hip-hop to circulate in Colombia, cultural centers
 operating in major cities with public (and sometimes private NGO)
 funding have provided crucial venues for its expansion and develop-
 ment. These centers are largely not market driven; one of their main
 goals is to promote hip-hop culture among low-income youth. For sev-
 eral years, moreover, Bogota's Institute for Culture and Tourism has
 sponsored "Hip-Hop in the Park," an event that summons more than
 120,000 attendees and brings together national and international artists,
 primarily of U.S. origin. Although it has surpassed the Cuban rap festi-
 val in size, the Bogota event holds little international interest. The lack
 of media coverage outside the country and of transnational record label
 interest in Colombian hip-hop are two factors that explain why the
 genre has experienced only modest development.
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 Hip-Hop as a Mirror of the Local Environment

 In addition to the key role played by the media, hip-hop's evolution in
 Cuba, Colombia, and Mexico has mirrored political, economic, and
 social changes in these countries since the early 1990s. The genre's dis-
 tinct appropriation and development patterns notwithstanding, in these
 countries and elsewhere it generally alludes to place, race and ethnic-
 ity, and misery in similar ways.'6

 In particular, space is represented through reference to the ghetto
 or the neighborhood, both of which situate hip-hop narratives in the
 experience of everyday life in such sites. Poor, dispossessed youths
 experience the same kinds of marginality and poverty in urban slums
 throughout the world (Davis 2006). Therefore, rap lyrics tend to
 describe life on the outskirts of the global economy, where exile, unem-
 ployment, despair, drug addiction, brutality, and violence constitute the
 daily landscape.

 Colombian and Mexican hip-hop actively partake in such represen-
 tations, given the sheer numbers of urban poor who reside in the two
 countries. Gangsta rap, furthermore, is highly popular in both, perhaps
 because the mindset, rhythms, and language that it professes are well
 suited to the types of cultural attitudes and violence that the drug trade
 has introduced into everyday life there. Cuba is quite different, given its
 superior socioeconomic record. However, as inequality in that country
 has grown as a result of its insertion into the world economy, rappers
 have made use of the symbols of exclusion employed elsewhere in
 describing their own situation.

 In Cuba, the onset of the "special period" in the 1990s led the gov-
 ernment to open up the country to the global market. As foreign cur-
 rency and tourists flooded into the country, issues such as inequality,
 hardship, racial discrimination, consumerism, and changes in national
 moral and ideological values became more salient (Hernndez 2004).
 According to Alejandro de la Fuente (2005, 62-64), after the Cuban rev-
 olution, the problem of race disappeared from public debate almost
 completely. Basic economic and social indicators suggested that racial
 inequality and discrimination were a thing of the past. Afrocultural prac-
 tices such as Santeria, moreover, were officially condemned, as they
 were deemed incompatible with a national socialist identity.

 The special period made racial matters more salient because of its
 asymmetrical effects for blacks and mulattos and for whites. White
 Cubans had greater access to foreign currency, initially via remittances
 from the exile community in the United States and later through the
 tourist industry, from which blacks were largely barred. This provoked
 income disparities. A bartender in a tourist hotel could make between $20
 and $30 per day in tips alone, compared to the $15 per month earned by
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 a university professor. With this imbalance, new racial and social hierar-
 chies based on the possession of dollars or euros were bound to emerge.

 As the social and economic crisis in Cuba grew, the Castro regime
 became more permissive in terms of its willingness to negotiate the
 limits between admissible and taboo subjects of public debate and pri-
 vate activity. On the subject of racial discrimination, traditional silence
 thus gave way to lively and critical commentary. The Cuban rap move-
 ment became one of its most visible representatives.17 The growing vis-
 ibility of the racial question as narrated by rappers and reported on by
 the international media began to create ruptures in the Cuban national
 project that once was essentially race-blind. Furthermore, the revelation
 that racial discrimination was being practiced and denounced in Cuba
 made the country vulnerable to new condemnations from the United
 States. U.S. rhetorical attacks on the Castro regime had never previously
 included the issue of race.

 To a large degree, the creation of the Cuban Rap Agency in the Min-
 istry of Culture in September 2002 was part of an official strategy to co-
 opt the hip-hop movement by offering rappers professional training,
 recognition, and publicity in exchange for greater integration into the
 Cuban state. With this move, the government could control the move-
 ment and appropriate its critical discourse. In addition to making rap-
 pers feel that their discontent mattered, the new agency provided an air
 of tolerance and pluralism that shielded the country from critiques
 based on growing racial inequality and poverty.

 The Cuban hip-hop community's simultaneous involvement with
 state institutions, progressive U.S. hip-hop organizations, global media
 representatives, and transnational record labels, all of whose agendas
 are quite different, produced noteworthy results (Fernandes 2003). For
 instance, consider the following song, "They Call Her Whore," produced
 by the state-sponsored group Obsesi6n.

 "La llaman puta" (Obsesi6n, Cuba)

 La llaman Puta

 Para todos no es m.s que una
 mujerzuela disfrutando el hecho
 de ser bonita

 iLoca!
 Came que invita, que excita, provoca
 Menudo oficio el que le toca
 Esa chica ambulante, ese look

 evidente que hace proposiciones
 indecentes

 Es un cuerpo de cuerda que se agita
 traduciendo fuego interior que no
 siente...

 They call her Whore
 For most she is no more than a slut

 taking advantage of her good looks

 Crazy!

 Flesh that invites, that excites, provokes
 What an occupation
 That girl on the move, that look that

 makes indecent proposals

 A lifeless body that agitates an inside
 that doesn't feel
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 Imagina que todo se vuelve contra
 ti, mujer

 No hay dinero
 No es que no alcance para nada el

 poco que tienes
 Es que no tienes
 Estis en baja
 Como siempre pero esta vez mas de

 costumbre

 Tu cabeza se raja buscando
 soluciones

 El padre del nifio mejor ni lo
 menciones

 Imagine that everything turns against
 you, woman

 There's no money
 Its not that the little you've got isn't

 enough
 You're broke

 You're ruined

 As usual only worse

 You scratch your head looking for
 solutions

 Your son's father, don't even mention
 him

 This narrative is out of the ordinary in the way Magia, the group's
 female rapper, talks about the experience of prostitution. Although
 she never mentions Cuba or sexual tourism, having produced the
 song in that country for a local audience is sufficient to argue that the
 lyrics refer to the rise of prostitution at home.1s Contrary to the aston-
 ishingly widespread view that prostitution constitutes a legitimate
 means of "getting by" in today's Cuba, the rapper portrays it as a
 degrading lifestyle. Nevertheless, she seems to admit that the lack of
 money and opportunity may force it on some women as the only way
 to survive.

 On the issue of race, the group Reyes de la Calle, in a song titled
 "Angelitos negros" (Black angels), addresses the duplicity of white atti-
 tudes toward blacks by asking what the world would look like if god,
 the pope, and other religious authorities were black. In "Crealo o no lo
 crea" (Believe it or not) the rappers highlight this same problem by con-
 trasting white religious beliefs concerning love, tolerance, and solidarity
 with racist attitudes, claiming that "if your daughter brought a black man
 to church Christianity would die of a heart attack."

 In Colombia, the 1990s began with a new constitution, passed in
 1991, that highlighted the pluricultural and pluriethnic nature of the
 country and created new participatory mechanisms and citizen rights. At
 the same time, this period also witnessed rising poverty and inequality,
 due in large measure to neoliberal reform, the expansion of the drug
 trade, the intensification of the domestic armed conflict, and the explo-
 sion of multiple forms of violence. Therefore, the narratives produced
 by progressive or "real" hip-hop consist primarily of lyrical representa-
 tions of suffering in marginal populations, street life in the country's
 urban ghettos, and domestic and international facets of the internal war.
 Such depictions of everyday life embrace both nonracial postures and
 explicit reference to race and to the African roots of Colombia's black
 population (Barrios et al. 2004).
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 The group Asilo 38 stands out for its wide-ranging commentary on
 the country's economic, political, and social problems. The group orig-
 inated in Cali, Colombia's third-largest city, which is located near the
 Pacific port of Buenaventura and harbors its largest urban black popu-
 lation. One of the group's MCs lived in Miami as an illegal immigrant for
 several years before being deported, and another of its members was
 raised in Paris. Since the 1980s, Cali's booms and busts have been
 strongly linked to the evolution of the drug trade (the now-defunct Cali
 Cartel was based there). The armed conflict has also affected the city
 directly through high levels of violence and kidnapping. Asilo 38's lyrics
 focus extensively on Colombia's war and include analyses of its causes
 and the costs it inflicts on marginal sectors of the national population.

 "La Hoguera" (Asilo 38, Colombia)

 Caminando por la calle yo siento la
 presi6n que en una bomba de
 tiempo se convirti6 mi naci6n

 La vida no tiene precio y aqui mucho
 menos, es como un carro sin frenos
 hacia el abismo del dolor

 Y hablar de paz aqui si que es un
 delito

 Hablar de verdad es crear un

 pobre mito...
 La hoguera esti prendida, el pueblo

 busca la huida

 Cerradas las fronteras no hay ninguna
 salida

 Inversi6n extranjera en una zona de
 guerra, suena extrafio un paraiso
 en medio de una hoguera

 Walking on the street I feel that
 pressure that has turned my
 country into a time bomb

 Life has no worth and here much

 less so, it's like a car without brakes
 moving toward an abyss of pain

 And talk of peace here, that's a crime

 Talk of truth is a poor myth...

 The bonfire is lit, the people try and
 flee

 The borders are closed there is no

 escape

 Foreign investment in a war zone, a
 paradise in the midst of a bonfire
 sounds strange

 The bonfire is a metaphor used by Asilo 38 to describe the every-
 day lives of ordinary poor people in Colombia. The country's protracted
 internal conflict, which seems to have no solution, and the population
 forced to make do in an environment characterized by terror, pain, dis-
 crimination, and death makes Colombia a time bomb ready to explode.
 The rapper is therefore surprised that foreign investment is often repre-
 sented as a form of paradise when in reality, multinational corporations
 monopolize the country's natural resources and aggravate already exist-
 ing levels of poverty and inequality.

 The state and its authorities are also criticized for failing to provide
 viable alternatives to the situation for large numbers of Colombians, and
 for stigmatizing the poor as simple delinquents. Another song, titled
 "Criminales" (Criminals), echoes this representation. The armed conflict
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 is described as a struggle for control over the drug business in which
 guerrillas and paramilitaries practice kidnapping, assassination, and
 forced displacement, putting innocent civilians under siege. In this war
 with no end, the Colombian state, too, is accused of being an assassin
 through its complicity with the oligarchy, its corruption, and its inaction
 toward the plight of the majority of the population.
 Similar to those in Cuba, discourses about Colombian national iden-

 tity have historically ignored categories of race and ethnicity. Although the
 1991 Constitution reiterates concepts such as social equity and culture, the
 multiple ways that Afro-Colombian and indigenous groups have been
 marginalized and discriminated against are still ignored. For hip-hop
 groups like Asilo 38, based near the Pacific coast, where the majority of
 the country's Afro population-about 26 percent of the national popula-
 tion-lives, rap lyrics focus on the conditions of poverty and violence that
 characterize indigent neighborhoods and the problem of racism.

 "Reflexiones" (Ashanty, Colombia)

 Recuerdo que de chico mi madre me
 decia muchas cosas que yo no
 entendia

 Que por ser negro me iban a
 discriminar

 Que mucha gente me iba a rechazar
 Que estudiara que eso era lo importante
 Para que el negro saliera adelante

 As a child I remember my mother
 told me many things I didn't
 understand

 That because I was black I was

 going to be discriminated against
 That people would reject me
 That studying was important
 For blacks to progress

 The lyrics of "Reflections" suggest that racial discrimination and
 poverty are mutually reinforcing and that education is a crucial strategy
 for overcoming both forms of exclusion. The rapper condemns the vio-
 lence that many marginal young blacks are subject to, often at the hands
 of public authorities, but also refers to how discrimination becomes a
 self-fulfilling prophecy in that it brings out the worst in its victims by
 also making them resentful and violent.

 Choc Quib Town, whose name alludes to the Choc6 Department
 and the town of Quibd6, has focused mainly on representing the
 Colombian Pacific and carving out a positive place for this part of the
 country in national imaginaries. In a song titled "Somos Pacifico" (We
 Are the Pacific), the group celebrates its Afro roots by referring to the
 colors, flavors, religion, sensuality, dance, and joyful attitude of the
 Pacific coast inhabitants. In doing so, the rappers attempt to debunk
 predominant stereotypes that equate Colombia with "cocaine, mari-
 juana, and coffee."

 The sociopolitical and economic context in which Mexican hip-hop
 is inscribed derives largely from the country's relations with the United
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 States and growing urban violence. For groups originating in northern
 Mexico, such as Control Machete, the plight of illegal immigrants is one
 of the main targets of their music. Although Mexican migration to the
 United States is longstanding, the signing of the North American Free
 Trade Agreement in 1994 had a series of negative effects on this phe-
 nomenon (Portes 2006). Salaries dropped, unemployment rose, the
 number of Mexican workers employed in the informal economy
 increased, and the countryside suffered. Instead of curbing migration,
 the treaty actually accelerated it by reducing employment opportunities
 at home. Furthermore, it motivated unprecedented numbers of undoc-
 umented migrants to cross the border illegally. Rap lyrics protest that
 migrants are accused of being law breakers and criminals and assert that
 they are often victims of police brutality; rappers actually view migra-
 tion as the only means of survival for many Mexicans. What makes this
 claim distinctive is the anger with which they call the United States to
 task for practicing discrimination.

 Sociedad Cafe, a group that hails from the outskirts of Mexico City,
 has focused largely on Mexican identity and race. Borrowing from cholo
 culture's emphasis on "brown pride," its lyrics reflect more broadly on
 being Mexican, both in Mexico and the United States.

 "Sociedad Caf&" (Sociedad Cafe, Mexico)

 Cafe es la sociedad que vengo y
 represento

 Caf6 es el color que levo muy
 adentro

 Somos herederos de cultura pura,
 sabia, envidiable

 Raza criolla hecha de bronce,
 respetable

 Piel morena con orgullo represento
 a los cuatro vientos, expresando lo
 que levo adentro

 Brown is the society that I represent

 Brown is the color that I carry deep
 inside

 We are inheritants of a pure, wise,
 and enviable culture

 Creole race made of bronze,
 respectable

 Dark skin with pride I represent,
 expressing what I carry inside

 In addition to vindicating Mexican culture's historical lineage, the
 lyrics attempt to trace positive sources of identity for youths whose
 everyday experience is normally marred by poverty, violence, and
 drugs. Notwithstanding Sociedad Cafe's insistence on Mexican pride in
 this and many other songs, the group's lyrics display a constant tension
 between it and the lived reality of its members in a poor, violent city,
 stricken with drug trafficking, in which finding a way out has become
 increasingly difficult.
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 THE AMBIGUOUS SPACE OF HIP-HOP

 Although global hip-hop is the result of commodification and circulation
 by capitalist networks that create a homogenizing and denaturalized
 product, this tendency is partly offset by geographically, culturally, and
 historically contingent processes of consumption and vernaculization,
 through which meaning and use are largely determined locally. Even
 though this process does not necessarily empower social actors situated
 in marginal sites in any traditional sense, the case studies here shed light
 on how local actors make use of global cultural commodities and their
 specific representations of everyday experience to formulate local prac-
 tices and to narrate their own lived experiences.

 Stories such as the ones described in the song lyrics constitute a way
 of thinking about and gaining control over life on the margins. At the
 simplest level, rapping, breakdancing, and graffiti allow dispossessed
 youth to vent and act out their frustration, anger, and disillusionment
 with their personal situation and the plight of their respective countries
 and, in doing so, to build a positive sense of identity. Then again, by cre-
 ating alternative narratives and privileging problems considered relevant
 to everyday experience, hip-hop lyrics also portray social reality in a dis-
 tinct fashion, eventually operating as hidden transcripts that upset dom-
 inant public discourses (Rose 1994). It is interesting that a member of the
 Colombian group Asilo 38 describes hip-hop as the act of interpreting a
 reality that is invisible to the privileged, or telling a story of a world that
 has yet to be written by those in power (see Tom Fieling's documentary
 on Colombian hip-hop, Resistencia, 2002).

 Members of the "progressive" hip-hop community in Colombia,
 Cuba, and Mexico also assert that one of their main goals is to make
 marginal actors' interpretations of reality increasingly "public." To suc-
 ceed in this, they must make use of symbols and lyrical and musical
 strategies that are sellable-to the media, global record labels, activist
 communities in the North, and even national governments. Practitioners
 of hip-hop thus seem to recognize that "politics" is largely a marketing
 activity, and that the struggle to gain a voice depends on their ability to
 play the game of capitalism and to sell themselves to "consumers." Yet
 the marginal, unemployed, and poor status of most hip-hoppers means
 that hip-hop is never simply a means of escape or a way of life but also
 a potential source of livelihood. Therefore, the practitioners are con-
 stantly torn between "keeping it real" and packaging their music accord-
 ing to the interests of distinct buyers.

 The case of Orishas in Cuba suggests one possible path to an occu-
 pation via commercial success: representing Cuba as a tropical paradise
 in accord with stereotypes prevalent in the world music industry. The
 group Choc Quib Town seems to have replicated this strategy by repre-
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 senting the Colombian Pacific coast as a seductive, joyful site where danc-
 ing and carnivals are a daily affair. In spite of these successes, however,
 the dream of "making it" commercially is not a viable strategy for most
 hip-hop groups in the countries studied.19 Therefore, seeking government
 support or working with grassroots organizations from the North are addi-
 tional ways rappers make do. In Colombia, for example, state cultural
 agencies have been relatively supportive of hip-hop, given that it provides
 a means of engagement and activity for underprivileged youth who might
 otherwise be involved in illegal activities. The Cuban state's decision to
 give the rap movement a place in the Ministry of Culture was fundamen-
 tal to its efforts to assimilate critical discourses on racial discrimination and

 inequality, thereby controlling and harnessing them to its own needs. The
 decision of rappers to coin their representations of Cuban reality in terms
 of racial categories like those in progressive U.S. rap was also key to their
 success in grabbing the attention of the Castro regime.

 A final issue that comes across in rappers' interaction with non-
 commercial foreign actors is that of authenticity. In Cuba, hip-hop cul-
 ture has become a popular object of NGO, media, and even academic
 scrutiny, whereas it is largely overlooked in Colombia and Mexico. This
 suggests that specific criteria of authenticity are brought to bear when
 Northern actors decide to engage with hip-hop in Latin America and the
 rest of the world. It is telling that in Colombia, many rappers have rec-
 ognized this tendency and have recently begun to package themselves
 as black and displaced in order to gain greater international attention.
 Although it is beyond the scope of this article, one question that begs
 to be explored further is how these mechanics of authenticity play out
 in concrete local settings; how they feed into, oppose, or interact with
 capitalist dynamics of commodification themselves; and how they con-
 dition hip-hop's role and its use by marginal youth in the diverse coun-
 tries in which it is practiced.

 NOTES

 The analysis of rap in Cuba, Colombia, and Mexico is based on primary and
 secondary source research conducted in the three countries in 2005 and 2006. I
 am indebted to Susana Garcia, director of the Cuban Rap Agency; Osmel Fran-
 cis, a member of the group Cubanos en la Red; Roberto Zurbano Torres, editor
 of Movimiento, the Cuban hip-hop magazine, and vice president of the Aso-
 ciaci6n de Escritores en la Uni6n de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba (UNEAC); and
 Rafael Hernindez, editor of Temas, for their orientation, guidance, and knowl-
 edge of Cuban hip-hop. In Colombia, research was conducted with the help of
 Manuel Valderrama. My discussion of the Colombian case, as well as of hip-hop
 culture in general, was strengthened by Manuel's efforts and by the knowl-
 edgeable insights offered by Walter Hernandez, Centro de Documentaci6n Inter-
 mundos. Gema Santamaria and Carla Castro of the Instituto Tecnol6gico
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 Aut6nomo de Mexico helped me track down what little information exists on
 Mexican rap. All translations of lyrics are by the author.

 1. Hip-hop comprises four elements: rap, DJ, breakdance, and graffiti. Rap

 consists of speaking or telling stories in rhyme accompanied by a beat. The DJ
 plays the music that accompanies rap lyrics, making use of a rhythmic base
 (beat), over which a melodic sequence of voices or instruments taken from pre-
 existing songs (sample) is recorded.

 2. During this period the city experienced a severe recession, and the
 urban economy began to specialize in the financial and service sectors. The loss
 of jobs in manufacturing mainly affected lower-class African Americans and Lati-
 nos of Puerto Rican and Caribbean descent. Specifically in the neighborhood of
 the South Bronx, reduced employment opportunities and loss of housing
 options due to urban renewal projects led to considerable deterioration in the
 living conditions and future perspectives of this neighborhood's inhabitants. See
 Rivera 2003, 50-55.

 3. Sound systems were mobile discos with DJs that entertained street par-
 ties in Kingston. Because most urban dwellers were poor and had little access
 to radio or television, the sound system offered a way to hear new music. They
 were also commonly used in Jamaican dub, a musical genre influenced by soul,
 R&B (rhythm and blues), and reggae.

 4. The role of commoditization in capitalist society has been widely docu-
 mented in Marxist theory, which has traced how inanimate objects, among them
 cultural practices such as music, acquire thinghood as a result of their insertion
 into exchange relations. A fundamental consequence of an object's transforma-
 tion into a commodity in today's global order is that it is delinked from its orig-
 inal local roots and inserted into a transnational cultural market, which employs
 merchandising strategies, such as the banalization and exoticization of racial and
 ethnic differences, to boost sales.

 5. The album Buena Vista Social Club (1996) sold between five and six mil-

 lion copies and sent this group skyrocketing to international fame.
 6. Progressive rap is a somewhat different case, in that it is driven mostly

 by social purposes related to engaging poor youths. Given its success in mobi-
 lizing this sector of the population in countries such as the United States, it has
 gained an important presence in local electoral and educational campaigns.

 7. In cities located farther from Miami, for example, Santiago de Cuba, the
 influence of Caribbean music (in particular, reggae) was greater than that of the
 U.S. variety.

 8. In December 1997, a U.S. rap producer met with a large group of Cuban
 rappers. This encounter created the basis for new forms of dialogue and col-
 laboration between the rap communities in both countries. Two years later, in
 December 1999, a meeting between Harry Belafonte and members of what was
 then called the "movement" led Belafonte to share his impressions concerning
 the importance of supporting Cuban rap with Fidel Castro. Subsequently, in
 2002, the Cuban Rap Agency (Agencia Cubana de Rap) was created in the Min-
 istry of Culture. See Zurbano Torres 2004.

 9. Equally significant was that Cuban rappers' own self-perceptions were
 heavily influenced by this international reading of the hip-hop movement in
 their country.
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 10. Directors of Cuban radio stations are all members of the Cuban Com-

 munist Party, although each enjoys a relative degree of autonomy in deciding
 what to put on the air and what to veto. Yet despite the use of cultural censor-
 ship in Cuban society, materials circumvent official bans with relative ease by
 circulating through other informal channels.

 11. Orishas' first album, A lo cubano (1999), sold nearly four hundred thou-
 sand copies, and Emigrante (2002), its second, won a Grammy award.

 12. Before creating Orishas, the group's members were actually part of
 Amenaza, a group that was fundamental to progressive rap's growth in Cuba.

 13. Although it is beyond the scope of this article to analyze why rap
 music, in contrast to Mexican rock, never attained similar levels of commercial
 success, it is worth noting that many of the most popular Mexican rock groups,
 among them Molotov, make extensive use of rap lyrics.

 14. The label, 5-27, promotes artists from Colombia and other Latin Amer-
 ican countries.

 15. Another well-known group originating in Cali, Asilo 38, put Colombian
 hip-hop on the global map in 2000.

 16. Although there are also marked differences in hip-hop's rhythmic con-
 tent in each country, it is beyond the scope of this article to analyze them.

 17. It is important to keep in mind that rap was not the only source of such
 critiques. Timba music, whose birth coincided with the special period, vindicated

 Afro-Cuban cults, in particular Santeria (Garcia Meralla 2004). However, this
 genre never achieved levels of commercial success comparable to those of rap,
 and it began to disappear with the monetary opening, the growth of tourism, and
 the liberalized hiring of musical groups in national bars. In addition to musical
 expression, a significant number of unofficial cultural publications began to dis-
 cuss a plethora of topics that were previously considered taboo.

 18. Although the song was produced by the state-owned record label and
 played on the radio, the slang word for prostitute, puta, is bleeped out.

 19. Indeed, the situation of most is so precarious that many groups find
 themselves breaking up to look for other sources of livelihood.

 SOURCES OF SONG LYRICS

 Except where noted, lyrics quoted in this article were downloaded from the
 following websites. URLs were current as of July 2008.

 Ashanty. Reflexiones. Lyrics compiled by the author with the assistance of
 Manuel Valderrama. Also <bibliotecavirtual.clacso.org.ar/ar/libros/colom-

 bia/cidse/jovenes/Capitulo 1.pdf>
 Asilo 38. Criminales. <www.letrasymas.com/letra.php?p=asilo-38-criminales>

 -. La hoguera. <www.letrasymas.com/letra.php?p=asilo-38-la-hoguera>
 Choc Quib Town. Somos Pacifico. Lyrics compiled by the author with the assis-

 tance of Manuel Valderrama.

 Clan 387. iQuian tir6 la tiza? Lyrics compiled by the author with the assistance
 of Manuel Valderrama.

 Control Machete. Humanos mexicanos. <www.quedeletras.com/letra-cancion-
 humanos-mexicanos-bajar-24847/disco-mucho-barato/control-machete-
 humanos-mexicanos.html>
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 La Etnia. Real. <www.letrasymas.com/letra.php?p=la-etnnia-real>
 Obesi6n. La llaman puta. See Fernandes 2003.
 Orishas. A lo cubano. <www.letrascanciones.org/orishas/a-lo-cubano/a-lo-

 cubano.php>
 -.Represent. <www.letrascanciones.org/orishas/a-lo-cubano/represent.php>
 Reyes de la Calle. Angelitos negros; Crealo o no lo crea. Lyrics quoted from

 Gonzilez Castafier 2005.
 Sociedad Cafe. Sociedad Cafr. Lyrics quoted from Cortes 2004.
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